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SPTF Social Investor Working Group

April 21, 2021

Before we get started
Connecting to audio
• Select “Audio” in the upper left-hand corner.
• Select “Audio connection” from the dropdown menu.
Muting yourself
• All participants have been muted upon joining.
• To unmute, click the red microphone icon to the right of your name.
• When you’re not speaking, please keep yourself on mute to minimize
background noise.
Chat your questions
• The chat box is located on the bottom right side of your screen.
• You can send your comments and questions to everyone or send them
directly to Social Performance Task Force.
Recording and minutes
• The session is being recorded. The recording and minutes will be available
on https://sptf.info/working-groups/investors.

Discussion Agenda
16:30 – 16:35 Introduction
16:35 – 17:10 Implementation of Client Protection Pathway
17:10 – 17:25

Investors' experiences using the Responsible
Covenants during COVID-19

17:25 – 17:30 Update on creation of SFDR technical working group
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Extensive feedback from the industry
We gathered market feedback on the future of client
protection by consulting funders, FSPs, auditors, rating
agencies, and others.
• SPTF’s Social Investor Working Group created a subgroup on client protection.
• Over 80 FSPs answered a survey on the future of client protection in the industry.
• A group of rating agencies gave detailed feedback to multiple proposals for a new client
protection certification framework.
From these consultations, we identified three
primary needs:
• Though client protection is an integral part of SPM, the Client Protection Principles
and evaluation standards should also be made available as a “standalone” product.
• Investors need an easy way to find out which FSPs are serious about client protection.
In the same way, FSPs that are serious about client protection need a way to
differentiate themselves from less responsible actors in the industry.
• The industry needs better ways to recognize not only the “gold standard” of client
protection—full compliance with certification standards—but also intermediary steps
still indicate significant effort.
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Result: The Client Protection Pathway
• The Client Protection Pathway describes the
steps that a FSPs can take to improve its
client protection practices and communicate
this progress to investors. The Pathway gives
providers a roadmap for implementing the
Client Protection Standards and helps them
stay on track.
• The FSP’s status is public on our website.
The CP Pathway is designed to:
• 1. Motivate the FSP to keep moving to the
next step.
• 2. Make it easy for funders and regulators to
identify committed providers.
• 3. Connect the FSP with the global community
of like-minded organizations.
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Step 1. Commit to implementing client
protection
• 1A. Sign the Client Protection statement of commitment: “Our organization has
reviewed the Client Protection Standards (English, Spanish, French) and we commit
to using them to improve our practices over time. ”
• 1B. Disclose your practices:
▫ A completed client protection self-assessment (Getting Started Questionnaire)
▫ A completed ALINUS questionnaire (only the client protection indicators are required for
this disclosure)
▫ Another structured questionnaire or report that indicates the current state of practice for
client protection at your organization. An example of this type of report would be the Code
of Conduct Assessment used in India.
▫ A client protection certification

• Since these are sensitive documents, the FSP can decide: 1. the disclosed document
will be available for download, or 2. it will only be available by contacting the FSP
(contact info will be on our website).

→ With the revision of the Universal Standards in 2021, a Client Protection
assessment module for disclosure will be built in SPI online to ensure in 2022 full
alignment with ALINUS 3.0 CP indicators and to simplify tools used for disclosure
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Example of how FSPs would appear on our
website
Financial Service Providers Committed to Client
Protection
CashIn, Guatemala
Disclosure document(s): Client Protection Certification, 2018
Client protection self-assessment, 2021--request this document from the provider
Fair Finance, Kyrgyzstan
Disclosure document(s) not yet submitted.

Loan4U, Haiti
Disclosure document(s): Client protection self-assessment, 2019
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Step 2. Assess your practices and make
improvements
In this step, the FSP creates an action plan based on their
assessment, and continuously improves their practices.
SPM Pro Network

available SPM professionals around the
word, trained by CERISE and SPTF to
provide support to FSP
- Updating the SPI and supporting use

Cerise + SPTF supports
implementation by:

- Trainings and webinars on all the indicators necessary to
pass certification
- Resource library for implementation resources
- Monthly newsletters
- And more
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Step 3. Demonstrate your achievements
This refers to achieving
certification at one of
the following levels of
achievement: bronze,
silver, gold.
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Certification - tiered-system of scoring
• Certification will provide with three levels of recognition, depending on the percentage of
compliance with the CP indicators.
• Maximum level will require 95% compliance, to cater for regional specificities or business
models that do not allow an FSP to comply with 100% of indicators
• All levels of certification will require full compliance with the subset of Entry indicators

Scoring grid
Bronze

100% on all Entry
indicators

Silver

100% on all Entry
indicators

Gold

100% on all Entry
indicators

& ≥ 65% of total indicators
100% on all Progress
& indicators
& ≥ 80% of total indicators
on all Progress and
& ≥ 95% of total indicators
& 100%
Advanced indicators

Compliance criteria (CC) will be considered individually and at the same level as indicators (here above both merged under
‘indicator’) to simplify scoring and align it to SPI method.
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3 types of must-have indicators
In order to encourage FSPs to engage on a client protection pathway, we have designed the framework to provide
incentive for improvement and public recognition which provides consistent levels of distinction

Entry

Progress

Advanced

40 indicators

20 additional indicators

23 additional indicators

Minimum requirements for
adequate client protection

More rigorous requirements
to demonstrate progress
toward advanced practice.

Advanced requirements for
good client protection

• Representative of all
principles
• Address practice over policy
• Address key concerns for
the sector

•

The minimum expected
by asset owners and
social investors.

• Confirm practices with
policies and processes
• Mitigate the biggest risks to
clients

These requirements should be achievable to FSPs of all status, or country, irrespective of their level of maturity and their
financial means and be representative of the non-negotiable practices that are required for responsible providers
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Coverage of the full framework
by the minimum requirements
Breakdown of the 7 principles by indicator categories
TOTAL SCORE

23%

24%

#

52%

172

48%

Appropriate Product Design

12%

Prevention of OverIndebtedness

32%
30%

Transparency
18%

Fair & Respectful Treatment of
clients

25

26%

33%

Responsible Pricing

56%

44%

30%
14%

21%

44%

56%

27

36%

64%

33
22

68%

32%

21%

34

59%

41%
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Privacy of Client Data

24%

24%

53%

47%
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Mechanisms for Complaints
Resolution

21%
0%

Entry

21%
20%

57%

43%

40%

Progress + Advanced

60%

80%

Doubleclick on the
icon below
to have the
full list in
excel

100%

Other
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Approval of Certifiers
The Approval authorizes organizations to issue
grades or certificates of compliance with the
client protection subset of the Universal
Standards for Social Performance Management
(the Universal Standards).

The Approval is awarded to certification bodies
that use SPTF’s common evaluation criteria, and
have robust systems to ensure impartiality,
balanced decision-making and capacity to
perform client protection certifications.
* the "Approval" does not cover individual certification reports by raters.
This remains under the responsibility of the rating agencies. CERISE+SPTF
may only check individual reports based on complaints by FSP, investors,
other rating agencies, etc.

Principles

• Impartiality

• Competence
• Accountability
• Transparency

• Confidentiality
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Discussion Agenda
16:30 – 16:35 Introduction
16:35 – 17:10 Implementation of Client Protection Pathway
17:10 – 17:25

Investors' experiences using the Responsible
Covenants during COVID-19.
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Guidelines for defining and monitoring responsible covenants in the
covid-19 context – some lessons learnt

21/04/2021
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Our objective
When defining the guidelines, SIWG investors aimed at promoting shared,
transparent and responsible approaches in terms of ratio definitions, reporting
standards, management of breaches and monitoring of the crisis, in line with their
commitments to the MoU and the Pledge.

Context

Through this document, SIWG promoted:
1. Definitions related to COVID-19 restructuring
2. Flexible approaches to treat and manage breaches of financial covenants
3. Reporting requirements on COVID-19 rescheduling
4. Commitment and transparency from FSPs on client and staff protection
5. Practices to perform stress tests on credit risk and solvency
This document was shared among us, the MIV 9 and Pledge groups as well as with the
microfinance coalition, among others. The common Covid reporting tool (CAT) has
been used extensively in lenders group, however with some differences across regions
and MFI maturity.
What are the lessons learned, 1 year after the beginning of the crisis?

Agenda
1. What definitions have MFIs used for Covid-19 restructured loans? What
does this tell us?

2. How did we interact with MFIs on their commitment to client and staff
protection?
3. How did we deal with covenant breaches?
4. In a context of high credit risk, how do we approach new financing
requests?
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1. Definitions of COVID restructuring

MFIs use a wide range of definitions regarding “Covid restructured
loans”
1. Covid restructured loans may include Covid moratoria, Covid individually restructured loans
or more rarely both. These practices are usually required or encouraged by the regulator; or adopted
as an accepted practice due to imposed lockdowns and other restrictions.

Most Covid restructured loans are Covid moratoria; Covid individual
restructuring remains very limited in amounts; in average, there is
limited migration from Covid restructured to PAR
Weighed average of credit risk indicators
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7.5%

Weighed average of PAR 1-30

Weighed average of PAR 30

Weighed average of Covid restructured

Weighed average of Covid moratorium

Weighed average of R (no Covid)

However, the “Covid moratorium”
category decreasing proportion and
trend is a bit deceptive due to the
different definitions of Covid
moratoria
“Covid restructured loans” usually
exclude late loans but we realized
that some MFIs reported the total
of restructured loans including
those that fall back into PAR; this is
corrected on case by case basis

1. Definitions of COVID restructuring

MFIs use a wide range of definitions regarding “Covid restructured
loans”
2. Covid moratoria are reported differently by MFIs
a. Moratorium status maintained until maturity: as soon as the loan benefits from a
moratorium, the MFI maintains the loan under the moratorium status until it is fully repaid
b. Moratoria status maintained only during grace period: the MFI maintains the loans
under moratorium status only during the time when the loan is suspended; then it is not reported
anymore

Weighed average of Covid
moratoria for MFIs depending on
status type
100%
80%

86%

60%

57%
26%

40%
20%
0%
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28%
35%
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24%

24%
18%
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19%

22%
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2%

For MFIs maintaining the status during the grace period
For MFIs maintaining the status until maturity

For MFIs maintaining the moratorium status
until maturity, the trend is decreasing slowly and
many of these loans could actually be
considered as healthy given that they have not
become late for several months. Some have however
benefited from several Covid moratoria or
individual restructuring, which is under
clarification.
For MFIs maintaining the moratorium status
only during the grace period, the trend is
decreasing sharply and part of the risk becomes
“invisible”. These MFIs had often to provide a
moratoria to a very high proportion of their clientele
and in average have a higher PAR 30.

1. Definitions of COVID restructuring

MFIs adopt in majority a conservative definition of loans that should
be maintained under a moratorium status
GCA partners split by Covid moratoria reporting
type as of Dec. 20
Status maintained

until maturity

36%

48%

9%
5%

2%

Status maintained
during X timely
repayments
Status maintained
during grace
period
Status is invisible

Only a minority
use definitions
close to the
proposal in the
reasonable
covenant
guidelines, either
not conservative
enough or too
complex

1. Definitions of COVID restructuring

Lessons for reporting
1. In rare cases when MFIs have both Covid moratoria and Covid individually
restructured loans, request MFIs to report them separately;
2. If needed, remind MFIs not to include late loans in these categories

3. Keep monitoring the share of Covid moratoria with a preference for the
most conservative (status maintained until maturity), bearing in mind that these
loans proved not to be particularly risky
4. Start monitoring loans that benefited from more than 1 Covid moratoria
and/or restructuring as they are probably the riskiest.

2. Client and staff protection issues

We have clearly stated our position to our partners on the topic of
staff and client protection
Extract from the pledge - The signatories pledged to require from a debtor MFI
benefiting from a period of relief that it commits to treating staff responsibly.
1.

GCAF has requested its co-lenders to include specific client and staff protection
clauses in handshake agreements (36%) and always adjusted its lender-MFI bilateral
documentation (100%). These clauses aim at raising the awareness of the MFI on the
lenders’ expectations on these topics.
2. It has at times been a challenge for GCAF to obtain a consensus in a lenders’ group on this
topic, as some lenders were not at ease with including these clauses that are
usually not part of standard restructuring agreements. Debates on such items
can be lengthy and delay the rollover process that needs to be efficient.
3. As a way forward, we found interesting alternatives (18%), such as: i) requesting
from the MFI a statement on client and staff protection issues, so that lenders are
fully informed prior to finalizing the HSA; and ii) having a side letter signed by all lenders
specifically on these topics and requesting that the future MFI reporting include
information on these topics when relevant.
How can we further monitor commitment to client and staff protection?

2. Client and staff protection issues

MFIs have proved socially responsible as they maintained jobs in
spite of a decrease in profitability
Most MFIs have managed to maintain jobs ; job creation has slowed down very much since June 2020
and picks up during the second semester in some regions such as Asia and ECA; jobs were lost in the
most affected region (East Africa) but this concerns a minority of MFIs, often under
restructuring.
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In restructuring cases, the decision regarding staff is the responsibility of the MFI and its shareholders
while lenders can at least request transparency on this topic and at least compliance with local labor code.

2. Client and staff protection issues

Monitoring of client protection after the financing decision is limited;
how can we improve it?
Beyond our commitments and client protection evaluations during due diligence, we
still need to improve on the monitoring of client protection, especially throughout
this crisis

In order to allow a satisfactory monitoring of client protection throughout this
crisis, we are strongly in favour of:
• Implementing the Client Protection pathway in our investment process
• Encouraging and co-financing client surveys performed by MFIs or third parties
and communicated to investors
• Follow recommendations issued by SPTF based on the COVID-19 Client Survey
and Roundtables
In case of restructuring, financial advisors are tasked to perform an on-site review
of the MFI underwriting processes. In 2021, we will ask them to provide us a specific
feedback on the implementation of client protection principles.

3. Approach to covenant breaches

Lenders have been flexible to help MFIs manage breaches by
providing them the necessary breathing room
Based on our observations, most lenders have adopted approaches in line with the
Reasonable covenant suggestions:
1. Covenants and their waivers on Problem Exposures (PAR 30+r) effectively
exclude COVID-19 Restructured Loans
2. Problem Exposures (PAR 30+r) covenants are even sometimes replaced by OCER
covenants to ensure that the increased credit risk is compensated by high enough
solvency
3. In case of breach, letters signed by lenders ranging from no action letters, no
acceleration letters and waiver letters
4. GCA has given waivers defining staggered levels allowing the FSPs to return
progressively to more normalized levels.
5. Waivers are not systematic because not always requested
a. They may be requested by the MFI when asked by auditors, regulators or
lenders providing new financing;
b. or when organized within a lenders group to help an MFI exit a phase of loan
rollover and access new funding

We have adapted our risk analysis of new financing requests

4. Approach to new financing

Rules for new financing
• Covenants on Problem Exposures (PAR 30+r) effectively exclude COVID Restructured Loans
• COVID-19 Restructured Loans are of course included in the reporting requirements, which
allows a proper monitoring:
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When the level of Problem Exposures is beyond the levels defined in our risk strategy, we
have defined conditions for derogations (more flexible PAR 30+r requirements but
decreasing trend, more flexible profitability requirements but positive trend, increased
solvency requirements, increased TA, and in some cases, request of further shareholder
support)
If the MFI is still not eligible to new financing, we promote the renewal of rollovers, if
restructuring is not required

Promouvoir la finance inclusive et l’entrepreneuriat social
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Thank you!
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